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Clarification Note #1  

GSA internal reference: 230569 
 

Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/27/15  

GSA Engineering Support to SBAS DFMC Standardisation Activities ‘GESTA’ 

 
Question #1: In section 3.2.3 ‘Technical and professional capacity criteria’ of the tender 
specifications, criterion T1 states that each entity belonging to the tenderer (consortium member, 
subcontractors) must prove, by at least 2 examples in the last 3 years, experience in conducting 
technical studies in the field of GNSS standardisation activities. For a newly established company, 
would the T1 criterion be fulfilled by proving that significant part of its employees conducted 
relevant studies within last 3 years while working for a different company?  
 
Answer:  The selection criterion T1 requires the tenderer (NB! i.e. the grouping of company/ies 
constituting the tenderer who is submitting a tender – whatever the structure chosen; and each entity 
therein, i.e. consortium members and subcontractors that contribute to the tenderer’s successful 
fulfilment of the said selection criterion) must have experience in conducting technical studies in the 
field of GNSS standardisation activities proven by at least 2 examples in the last 3 years. This 
requirement is to be evidenced by the submission of a list of relevant services provided in the past 3 
years with the sums, dates and clients, public or private, accompanied by statements issued by the 
clients. The criterion T1 requires that the tenderer itself must be able to prove that it has the required 
experience for all the entities that contribute for successful passing of selection criteria in conducting 
technical studies in the field of GNSS standardisation activities, therefore, this criterion cannot be 
fulfilled by proving that the tenderer’s employees have conducted relevant studies while working for 
a different legal entity / company other than the one submitting a tender in this procedure.   
 
 
Question #2: In section 2.2.7 ‘Estimated effort required’ of Annex I ‘Tender Specifications’, it is 
stated that 4 Full Time Equivalents shall be available at any given time throughout the lifecycle of 
the framework contract and that this personnel shall remain available for the entire duration of the 
framework contract. Does that mean that for four nominated persons no other committing plans 
can be made, e.g. they cannot make long term plans for a longer vacation trip or share the time with 
other projects? Or is it possible to share the duty for this project among several persons/partners  
for each of these four tasks, as is indicated by the term ‘Full Time Equivalent’? Would it for example 
be possible, that for each of the 4 tasks 3 persons could be nominated, yielding 12 CVs in total then? 
 
Answer: The number of Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) indicated in section 2.2.7 ‘Estimated effort 
required’ of Annex I ‘Tender Specifications’ is the estimated minimum which is required for the 
implementation of the framework contract (1 Coordination Adviser, 1 Senior Technical Expert and 2 
Junior Technical Experts). This is the total amount of resources that must be presented in the tender, 
regardless of the number of individuals that shall contribute to this amount; it should be noted 
however that, according to Article I.14.1 of the Draft Framework Contract, the contractor undertakes 
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to ensure continuity of the proposed personnel for the entire duration of the framework contract. 
Consequently, it is possible for tenderers to nominate in their tenders more than one individuals for 
each of the indicated profiles (Coordination Adviser, Senior Technical Expert and Junior Technical 
Expert) under the condition that all nominated individuals have the necessary experience which is 
indicated in detail in section 2.2.7 and that the contractor is in the position to make the 4 FTEs available 
to the GSA at any given time throughtout the duration of the contract. Furthemore, it should be noted 
that, should the tenderer propose more than 4 individuals fitting relevant profiles to fill the required 
profiles, the GSA will decide which individuals best fit the profiles indicated in section 2.2.7 during the 
evaluation of the tenders. In case there would be a need for replacement of one of the nominated 
individuals, the procedure described under Article I.14.1 of the Draft Framework Contract shall be 
followed.     
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